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Abstract 

A discussion is presented on the effect of porosity change on the thermal expansion coefficient of porous 

materials. It is shown that both drained and undrained thermal expansion coefficients normally increase 

with porosity increase. Consequently the reduction of the thermal expansion coefficient with the porosity 

increase, as obtained in the experimental results of Shui et al. (Constr. Build. Mater. (2010), 24(9), 1761-

1767), can not be considered as a general trend for the behaviour of porous materials. 
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1. Introduction 

This discussion is presented on the arguments made by Shui et al. [1] on the effect of porosity on the 

coefficient of thermal expansion of porous materials. In the introduction of their paper, Shui et al. [1] argue 

that “The CTE of a compacted material is greater than that of a porous material”. Moreover in the 

discussion of the experimental results in section 3.2 of [1], these authors mention that “… more porous 

materials have lower CTE, because the void could accommodate the internal thermal expansion of 

material”. For both mentioned arguments a paper published by our group, Ghabezloo et al.[2], is cited. But 

the mentioned argument about the effect of porosity on the thermal expansion coefficient is not given in our 

paper and it is not clear how the authors could obtain it from the presented results. Shui et al. [1] present the 

reduction of the thermal expansion coefficient with the porosity increase, which is obtained from their 

experimental results, as a general rule for the behaviour of porous materials. However it seems that the 

generality of this statement is questionable and the experimental conditions in which the measured thermal 

expansion coefficients decrease with porosity increase should be clearly defined. The aim of this discussion 

is to clarify the effect of porosity change on the coefficient of thermal expansion of porous materials. 

2. Effect of porosity on thermal expansion coefficient 

When studying the coefficient of thermal expansion of a porous material, the pore fluid drainage conditions 

should be clearly defined. Two extreme conditions, called drained and undrained conditions can be 

considered. The drained condition is defined as a condition in which the pore pressure is constant in the 

material. This condition corresponds to the behaviour of dry porous materials or the case of slow heating of 

a porous material in a way that the excess pore pressure can be entirely dissipated. The coefficient of 

drained volumetric thermal expansion dα  is defined as: 
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where 0V  is the total volume, T  is the temperature, fp  is the pore pressure and σ  is the mean stress 

(positive in compression). Equation (1) corresponds to a drained heating test in which the pore pressure is 

controlled to remain constant in the sample while the temperature is changes. The variations of the total 

volume of the sample V  with respect to the applied temperature change give the volumetric drained 

thermal expansion coefficient dα . The undrained condition is defined as a condition in which the mass of 

the fluid phase is constant ( 0fdm = ). In this condition the discrepancy between the thermal expansion 

coefficient of the pore fluid and the one of the pore volume generates an excess pore pressure and increases 

the thermal expansion. The undrained condition corresponds to quick heating of low permeability porous 
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materials when the excess pore pressure can not be dissipated. The undrained volumetric thermal expansion 

coefficient uα  is defined as: 
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The undrained thermal expansion coefficient can be expressed as a function of the other thermo-poro-

elastic parameters [3][2]: 

 ( )0u d fB φα α φ α α= + −  (3) 

where 0φ  is the porosity, B  is the Skempton coefficient, fα  is the pore fluid thermal expansion coefficient 

and φα  is the pore volume thermal expansion coefficient [2]. 
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where V Vφ φ=  is the pore volume. In the case of an ideal porous material constituted by one homogeneous 

solid phase we have d sφα α α= = , where sα  is the thermal expansion coefficient of the solid material 

[2][3]. The difference between the expansion coefficients dα  and sα  reflects the difference between the 

thermal response of the bulk porous medium and that of the solid phase alone [3]. The experimental 

evaluation of the coefficient φα  for the general case of a micro-heterogeneous porous material is very 

difficult [2]. 

The experimental evaluation of thermal expansion coefficient should be performed under controlled 

drainage conditions to measure either the drained or the undrained thermal expansion coefficient [2][7]. 

However in many cases these conditions are not controlled and consequently the measured coefficient is 

some value between the drained and the undrained thermal expansion coefficient of the tested material. The 

measured coefficient depends particularly on the permeability of the tested material, sample size and 

drainage length and rate of heating. The condition is closer to the drained condition for higher permeability, 

shorter drainage length and slower heating. 

The effect of porosity variations on the drained thermal expansion coefficient can be studied first for a 

simple case of a homogeneous and isotropic porous material. Consider two hollow spheres with the same 

external radius and different internal radius. The coefficients of thermal expansion of these spheres, which 

are equivalent to two ideal porous materials with different porosity, can be evaluated by measuring the 

volume change of these spheres when subjected to a homogeneous temperature change. In the framework 

of thermoelasticity it can be easily shown that the variation of the total volume of these spheres is 

independent of the internal radius and is equal to the one of a solid sphere. So the thermal expansion 

coefficient of an ideal porous material which is made up of one single solid phase is not varied by porosity 

variations, and is equal to the thermal expansion coefficient of the solid phase. 
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The hardened cement paste is a very complex porous material which is constituted by several solid phases 

[6]. Accordingly it is convenient to study the effect of porosity change on the thermal expansion of more 

complex porous materials with a heterogeneous microstructure. A literature survey shows that there are 

very few experimental results on the dependence of the drained thermal expansion to compaction or 

porosity changes. The experimental results of Wong and Brace [4] show the reduction of the thermal 

expansion coefficients of very low porosity rocks with confining pressure increase. Considering the limited 

number of experimental results in the literature, the dependence of thermal expansion on the porosity can be 

evaluated indirectly by using the temperature dependency of drained compressibility for which more 

experimental results are available. 

The variation of the drained thermal expansion with porosity is related to the variations of this parameter 

with the stress state using the following relation [2][6]: 

 ( ) 1
01d d d

d sc cα α ασ φ
φ σ φ σ

−∂ ∂ ∂∂
= ⋅ = −⎡ − − ⎤ ⋅⎣ ⎦∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

 (5) 

where dc  and sc  are respectively the drained compressibility and the unjacketed compressibility. The 

drained compressibility dc  (inverse of the drained bulk modulus dK ) is defined as: 
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Note that in addition to the mean stress, the porosity can also be varied as a function of the pore pressure or 

the temperature. However as the objective is to demonstrate the effect of porosity variations on the thermal 

expansion coefficient, only one of the mechanisms of porosity variation is taken into account. Consequently 

in equation (5) the variations of porosity with the temperature and the pore pressure are ignored for the sake 

of simplicity, but the objective of the present discussion is not influenced by this simplification. 

The variations of the drained thermal expansion with the mean stress in equation (5) can be related to the 

variations of the drained compressibility with temperature. Using equations (1) and (6) the following 

relation can be obtained: 

 d dc
T
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σ
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= −
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 (7) 

Inserting equation (7) in equation (5) the following expression is obtained: 
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Considering the Voigt upper bound [5] we have ( )01 0d sc cφ− − ≥ . As an example, for the poroelastic 

properties of the hardened cement paste studied by Ghabezloo et al. [6], we obtain 

( ) 1
01 26.7GPad sc cφ

−
⎡ − − ⎤ =⎣ ⎦ . Consequently from equation (8) the variations of drained thermal expansion 

with the porosity follow the same trend as the variations of the drained compressibility with temperature. 

The existing experimental results in many cases show the reduction of the elastic modulus (increase of the 
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drained compressibility) with temperature increase, i.e. 0dc T∂ ∂ > . For the case of the cement-based 

materials, we can for instance mention the experimental results of Odelson et al. [8] and Savva et al. [9] 

which show the decrease of the elastic modulus (i.e. increase of the compressibility) with temperature 

increase. From equation (8) we find 0dα φ∂ ∂ > , i.e., the drained thermal expansion coefficient increases 

with porosity. This is compatible with a part of the experimental results of Shui et al. [1], presented in their 

Figure 4.3-c. 

The effect of the porosity on the undrained thermal expansion coefficient uα  can also be studied. The 

thermal expansion coefficient of water is about one order of magnitude greater than the one of the most 

solids. This discrepancy resulted in a phenomenon of thermal pressurization, and consequently a greater 

thermal expansion, when the saturated porous material is subjected to heating in undrained condition. 

Consequently, the undrained thermal expansion coefficient is greater than the drained coefficient and is 

directly related to the quantity of the fluid in the pore volume of the material, as can be seen in equation (3). 

From this equation one can see that the variation of the undrained thermal expansion coefficient with the 

porosity uα φ∂ ∂  depends on the variations of the drained thermal expansion dα , the pore volume thermal 

expansion φα  and the Skempton coefficient B  with the porosity.  

 ( )0 0
u d

f
BB B φ

φ

αα α
φ α α φ

φ φ φ φ
∂∂ ∂ ⎛ ⎞∂

= + + − −⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠
 (9) 

It has been already shown that in most cases 0dα φ∂ ∂ > . The Skempton coefficient is always positive, 

0B >  and generally increases with porosity increase, 0B φ∂ ∂ > . The increase of Skempton coefficient 

with porosity is due to the increase of the compressibility of the material with porosity increase. The fluid 

thermal expansion coefficient fα  is significantly greater than the pore volume thermal expansion 

coefficient φα , i.e., 0f φα α− > . The discrepancy between the thermal expansions fα  and φα  is more 

significant for the hardened cement paste for which the pore fluid thermal expansion coefficient is 

anomalously higher than the one of the bulk fluid [2][10]. This anomalous thermal expansion behaviour is 

attributed to the confinement of a part of the pore fluid in very small pores (<15nm). The trend of variation 

of the pore fluid thermal expansion with the porosity φα φ∂ ∂  is unknown. However, the significant 

discrepancy between fα  and φα  makes the second part of equation (9) a dominant term and consequently 

the undrained thermal expansion coefficient in most cases should have an increasing trend with porosity 

increase, i.e. 0uα φ∂ ∂ > . For the case of a simple porous material for which dφα α= , equation (9) 

simplifies to the following equation: 

 ( ) ( )0 01u d
f d

BB Bα α
φ φ α α

φ φ φ
∂ ∂ ⎛ ⎞∂

= − + + −⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠
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Knowing that 0 1Bφ < , equation (10) results in a definitive increase of the undrained thermal expansion 

coefficient with the porosity. 
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We have seen that in both drained and undrained conditions, the thermal expansion coefficients of a porous 

material normally increase with porosity. However there are some experimental artefacts which may result 

in the measurement of thermal expansion coefficients that decrease with porosity increase. As mentioned 

before, when the drainage conditions of the test are not controlled, the measured thermal expansion 

coefficient is some value between the drained and the undrained coefficient. From equation (3) we can see 

that the undrained thermal expansion coefficient is greater that the drained coefficient. Consequently, for 

the same material one can measure the thermal expansion coefficients that increase with the heating rate 

and the drainage length. Now consider two porous materials with similar solid phases and different 

porosities. Considering that the permeability increases with the porosity, the drainage condition for the 

material with lower porosity is closer to the undrained condition. Consequently the measured thermal 

expansion coefficient for this material is higher that the one measured for the one with higher porosity. This 

experimental artefact results in erroneous measurement of thermal expansion coefficients that decrease with 

porosity increase. 

3. Conclusions 

The effect of porosity change on the thermal expansion coefficient of porous materials is discussed. It has 

been demonstrated that both drained and undrained thermal expansion coefficients normally increase with 

the porosity. However, some evolution processes that change the microstructure and the constituents of a 

porous material, e.g. chemical reactions, may result is different evolutions of the thermal expansion 

coefficient with the porosity. Moreover, when the test drainage conditions are not controlled, some 

experimental artefacts may result in erroneous measurement of thermal expansion coefficients that decrease 

with porosity increase. Consequently, the decreasing trend of the evaluated thermal expansion coefficient 

with the porosity, as presented by Shui et al. [1], is limited to the studied material and the performed 

experimental study and can not be considered as a general property for porous materials. 
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